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Linear relations among algebraic points on Drinfeld modules 

YEN-TSUNG CHEN 

ABSTRACT. This is a survey article for a current development about linear relations among 
algebraic points on a Drinfeld module defined over a global function field. This result 
can be regarded as an analogue of Masser's theorem for linear relations among algebraic 
points on an elliptic curve defined over an algebraic number field. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. A theorem of Masser. Let Ebe an elliptic curve defined over an algebraic number 
field K. We embed E in IP2 by choosing a Weierstrass model 

沢Z=4X3-g凶 z2-gか．
Thus, the invariants g塙 3lie in the number field K. Let h be the Neron-Tate height 

on E(K). We set 1]1 := infPEE(K)¥E(K)tor {h(P)} =/= 0 and W := IE(K)torl• For x := 

(x1,-..,xp) E zP, we define lxl := maxf=1{lxil}. Then Masser's theorem is stated as 
follows. 

Theorem 1.1.1 ([Mas88, Thm. El). Let K/Q be a finite extension. Let E be an elliptic curve 
defined over K and P1,..., Pc E E (K) be distinct non-zero points with Neron-Tate heights at 
most 1]2 2 1]1. If we set 

G := {(aい•.,町)EZCIL訊 ＝ 0}C zC, 
i=l 

then there exists a set { m1,..., mv} c G such that G = Span2{ m1,..., mv} with bounded 
size 

lmil::::; ge-i叫ゅ／り1)(£-1)／2

for each l :::; i :::; v. 

In fact, his result includes all connected commutative algebraic groups defined over 
an algebraic number field K. This survey article aims to present an analogue of Masser's 
result for Drinfeld modules. 

1.2. Drinfeld modules. Let lFq be a fixed finite field with q elements, for q a power of 

a prime number p. Let IP;lFn be the projective line defined over lFq with a fixed point /lFq 
at infinity oo. Let A be the ring of rational functions regular away from oo and k be its 
fraction field. Let koo be the completion of k at oo and Coo be the completion of a fixed 

algebraic closure of koo, Let k be the algebraic closure of k in Coo, Let e be a variable. We 
identify A with the polynomial ring lF叶0]and k with the rational function field lF氾）．

Let R be an lFq-algebra and T := (x→xq) : R→R be the Frobenius q-th power 
operator. We set R[T] be the twisted polynomial ring in T over R subject to the relation 
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証 ＝ a行 forIX E R. Let L C k be a finite extension of k. Drinfeld modules defined over 
Lare 1-dimenstional non-trivial t-modules defined over L (see Sec. 2.1 for the definition 
oft-modules). More precisely, a Drinfeld module is a pair E = (Ga,P) with 

Pt= e +K汀＋・・・十 kぷ EL[T]， 和 EL

so that氏ヂ 0and r ~ l. We definer to be the rank of the Drinfeld module E. 
Given finitely many points Pい..,Pg E E (L), we consider the relation module over恥[t]

associated to these points 

G := {(a11...,ag) E恥[t]gI Pa1 (P1) + ・ ・ ・ + Pae(Pg) = O}. 

The main theme of this survey article is to establish an upper bound of the size of the 
generators for the relation module Gover凡[t]in the case of Drinfeld modules. 

1.3. Overview. In Section 2, we review the theory of Anderson t-modules [And86] and 
the notion of dual t-motives [ABP04]. Then we focus on the case of Drinfeld modules. In 
Section 3, we state an analogue of Theorem 1.1.1 for Drinfeld modules and then sketch 
the main strategy of the proof. 
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2. REVIEWS OF ANDERSON'S THEORY 

2.1. Anderson t-modules and dual t-motives. In this section, We recall the notion of 
Anderson t-modules [And86] and dual t-motives [ABP04, Def. 4-4-1]. For further infor-
mation of these objects, one can consult [BP20, HJ20, NP21]. We first recall the definition 
of Anderson t-modules. 

Definition 2.:l．:l．Let L ck be an A-field and d E乙o-A d-dimensional t-module defined over 
L is a pair E = (C~, p) where C~ is the d-dimensional additive group scheme over L and p is an 
lFq-algebra homomorphism 

p:JF札t]→Ma匂(L[T])

a →Pa 

such that如―eIa is a nilpotent matrix. Here, for a E lF札t]we define apa := a。whenever
Pa=仰＋と茂iゼfor的 EMata(L). 

Let F be a subfield of k containing L. Then we denote by E (F) the F-valued points of 

the Anderson t-module E defined over L. More precisely, it is a pair (C~(F),p) of the 
F-valued points of C~ together with an lFq[t]-module structure on C~(F) via p. 
For n E Z, we define the n-fold Frobenius twisting 

Coo((t))→Coo((t)) 

f :＝と叫if-tL石tl=：f(n)． 
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We denote by k[t,(T］the non-commutative k[t]-algebra generated by(Tsubject to the 
following relation: 

吋＝ f（-1)(T，f E k[t]. 

Note that k[t,(T］contains k[t], k[(T］,and its center is IF札t].Now we recall the notion of 
dual t-motives. 

Definition 2.:l．2. A dual t-motive is a left k[t,(T］-module Ji sati~炒ing that 

(i) Ji is a free left恥]-moduleof finite rank. 

(ii) Ji is a free l~れ枷]-module of finite rank. 
(iii) (t -et Ji C o-Ji for any sufficiently large integer n. 

In w~at follows, we explain how to associate a kjt,(T］-module AE for a giv~n t-module 
E = (C~1p) defined over L. We set妬：＝Mat1xdk[(T］． It naturally has a left k[(T］-module 
structure. The left k[t]-module of忍 isgiven by the following setting: for each m E免，
we define 

(2.1.3) 

Here we define 

(2.1.4) 

tm := mp;_ 

p↑ :＝ a『+（ai-1)）tr(T十・・ ・ + (ixi-r)tcr5 

whenever Pt =仰＋Li=O佑ゼ with佑 EMata(L). It is clear that.,,1/E is free of rank dover 

加］ andit is a straightforward computation that 

(t -0)d船 CCT船．

If瓜 isfree of finite rank over k[t], namely it defines an Anderson dual t-motive, then 
the t-module Eis called t-finite. In this case, we definer:= rank—島 to be the rank of k[t] 
the dual t-motive忍．
Now we are going to explain how to recover a tjinite t-module E = (G~1p) from its 

associated Anderson dual t-motive船＝ Mat1xa(k[(T］）． Letm =江。a炉E船 with

ai E Mat1xa(k). Then we define 

n tr 

eo(m) := a『E炉，釘(m)：＝（区） €炉
i=O 

d -d 
Note that eo :妬→ Tc"is a Tc-linear map and釘：免→ Tc"is an lFq-linear map. We have 
the following lemma due to Anderson. 

Lemma 2.1.5 (Anderson, [HJ20, Prop. 2.5.8], [NP21, Lem. 3.1.2]). For any a E lF札t],we 
have the following commutative diagrams with exact rows: 

0(•) €o -d 
0 ----+、?°'E ー一→船――➔ k ----+0 

』a() 』a(•) 」~pa(·)
6(•) Co -d 

0 ----+、／E -—• .,,I/ E ~ k----+ 0 
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and 
((T-1) (•)cl -d 

。―ヽ な――→ .,,ItE ---=-=--+ k ---+ 0 

』a(）』a(）↓~a(·)
。— .,/(E （三髯）免二 kd 一 0.

In particular, €0 and €1 induce isomorphisms: 

€o :、り(T、E竺 Lie(E)(k),釘：ヽ印((T-1)、E竺 E(k)

where €0 is k[t]-linear and €1 is lF札t]-linear.

Now we recall the notion of t-frame. Let { m1,..., m,} be a k[t]-basis of免． Then
there is an unique matrix屯： EMat,(k[t]) such that 

(T(m1,...'m, lr =屯,(m1,...,m,t.

Now we define a map 

t: Mat1x,(k[t]）→船

(a1,..., a,)→a1叫＋・・・十ar叫

We call the pair (t，叫） at-frameof E. Note that for any (aい •.,a,) E Mat1x,(k[t]), we 
have 

(Tt(a1,..., a,) = (T(a1,..., a,) (m1,..., m,)tr 

= (aI-1),..., a} -1)加(m1,．．．,mr)tr 

= (aI-1),..., a} -1)）叫(mlI・ •., mr)tr 

= t((ai-ll,...,a;―1)）剌）．

2.2. Dual t-motives of Drinfeld modules. In what follows, let E = (G研） bea Drinfeld 
module with 

Pt= e+K汀＋・・・＋K出 EL[T]， 約 EL.

Let免＝知]be the associated k[t,CT]-module of E constructed in Section 2.1, whose 
t-action on the element m E免 isgiven by 

tm = mpf = m (e ＋吋―1)(T ＋・・・十 K~―r)(Tr).

Note that忍 isfree of rank r over k[t] and {l,(T,．．．,(Tr-l} forms a k[t]-basis of忍．
Then we have the associated t-frame (t，剌） where如 EMat,(k[t]) is given by 

1 :>~l E Mat,(k[t]). 
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e11(P) = t(P,O,...,0) + ((T-1)、(EE.,,ft,討((T-l)Jf/E
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where €1 is the induced isomorphism of IF叶t]-modulesgiven in Lemma 2.1.5 between 

叫） and忍／（← 1)船． Thecrucial point of our strategy is to identify algebraic points 
on Drinfeld modules to elements in the quotient of its associated dual t-motives via e1 
and then studying the corresponding question in the t-motivic language. 

3・ LINEAR EQUATIONS ON DRINFELD MODULES 

3.1. The main result. Let L c k be a finite extension of k. For a divisor D of L, we 
set 2(D) to be the IFq-vector space of meromorphic functions f over the curve over IF印

whose closed points are the places of L, and such that div(!) + D is an effective divisor. 
In other words, 

(3.1.1) 2(D) = {f E L x I div(!)+ D 2": O} U {O}. 

Form:= (mい・ヮ叫） EIF叶t]R,we define deg1(m) := maxf=1 { deg1(mi) }. 
The main result of this survey article is the following theorem, which can be viewed 

as an analogue of Masser's theorem [Mas88] for Drinfeld modules. 

Theorem 3.1.2 ([Che20, Tom. 1.2.5]). Let L ck be a finite extension ofk. Let E = (G。,p)be 
a Drinfeld module defined over L and P1,..., Pe E E (L) be distinct non-zero elements in L. If 
we set 

G := {(aり•.， ae) E IFq[t]R I LPa;(Pi) = O} C IF札t]e,
i=l 

then there exist an explicitly constructed divisor D of L and a set { m1,..., mv} c G such that 
G = Span凡[t]{mい •.,mv} with bounded degree deg1(mi) < dim凡2'(D)+ e, 

3.2. Key ingredients of the proof. In what follows, we present the key ideas of our 
strategy. We shall mention that our approach is different from Masser's. The first step of 
our method is stated as follows which reduces our task to solving Frobenius difference 
equations. 

Lemma 3.2.1 ([Che20, Lem. 3.1.1]). Let LC k be a finite extension ofk. Let E = (Ga,P) be a 
Drinfeld IFq[t]-module defined over L with cp1 = 0 + K汀十・・・十応ゼ EL[T] and応ヂ 0.Let 
P1,..., Pe E E (L) be distinct non-zero elements in L and a1,..., ae E IF札t]not all zero. Then 
the following assertions are equivalent. 

(1) Pa1 (Pリ＋・ • • + Pae(Pe) = 0 in E(L). 
(2) 1(a1P1 +・・・+a直，O,...,O)=Oin免／（CT-l）位．
(3) There existふ，．．．，ふ Ek[t] such that 

（鴫＋・・・＋砂0,...,0)=（―吋―1),．．．， -g-1)）如ー（一ふ，．．．，ーふ）．

(4) There existふ，．．．，ふ Ek[t] such that 

釘＝b~-1) (~戸） ＋鴫＋ ・・・+a直

吟1) ~ふ十 6r (砂□rk:1))

盛r-1) ＝双］2)+ b~r-2) （一応—1)
(-1) kr 
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(5) There exists g E L[t] such that 

幻g(r)＋・・・十K1g(l)-(t -0)g = a1片十..・+a直・

The second step of our method is to reduce the task from solving Frobenius difference 

equations to solving a specific homogeneous linear system over lF札t]. More precisely, 

we have the following result. 

Theorem 3.2.2 ([Che20, Thm. 3.2.1]). There exists an explicitly constructed divisor D of L with 

d := dimlFq⑫ (D)) and a matrix BE  Matmxn(lF札t])with O < m := rank(B) < n := d + C 
and deg1(B)::; 1 such that the canonical projection 

7T : r:＝ ｛x €几 [t] (d+C) I Bxtr = 0}→ G = {(a1,...,ae) E lF孔t]eIとPa;(Pi)= 0} 
i=l 

(g1,..., ga, a1,..., ae)r-+ (a1,...,ae) 

is a well-defined surjective lFq[t]-module homomorphism. 

Once we have Theorem 3.2.2 in hand, we can apply tools from Diophantine geometry 

to analyze the linear system occurs in question. More precisely, we prove an analogue 

of [Cas59, Lem. 8 (p.135)] for lattice over lF札t]in [Che20, Lem. 2.4.1]. Then we apply a 

function field analogue of Bombieri-Vaaler's theorem [BV83] which was established by 

Thunder in [Thu95]. We consult readers to [Che20] for the related details. 
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